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TE CHNICAL MEMORANDUM X- 64963

A ETHERTENSIONCONTROLLAWFORTETHEREDSUBSATELLITES
DEPLOYEDALONGLOCALVERTICAL

SECTIONI. INTRODUCTION

A. HistoricalDevelopmentofTetherline

The use of tethers has been proposed in the past for a multitude of pur-
poses. One significant study effort was directed towards the retrieval of

stranded astronauts by using tetherlines [1, 2, 3]. The approach was to "throw
a buoy" from a rescue vehicle towards an astronaut. The buoy would be
attached to the astronaut and then reeled in.

Reference 1 contains a derivation of relative motion equations. Also
included are nomographs which enable one to determine the initial ejection
velocity relative to the main spacecraft and the constant tether tension required
to cause the trajectory to pass through the desired point. The scheme, as
presented, is open loop; that is, there is no control over perturbations from
the desired trajectory.

The significant contribution of reference 2 was a description of the
problems associated with retrieval, especially the terminal phase, when
relative velocit/cs and angular rates can become quite large. Here again, the
control was open loop, thus small perturbations in the system at the beginning
of the retrieval can cause large deviations at the terminal phase.

Reference 3 presented a concept for a reel mechanism for controlling

line tension and a "fish pole" to aid in preventing tangling. Rather stringent
tolerances were required to assure that the control system could control the
trajectory as desired. A closed loop scheme was implied, but the control law
was not discussed.

Another body of work was directed towards station keeping requirements.

Reference 4 describes a scheme designed to tether a modified lunar module and
Apollo telescope mount (LM-ATM) to an orbital workehop (OW8). This scheme
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: required periodic tugs on the tetherline to cause the LM-ATM to move about
the OW8. A repetitive, somewhat egg shaped trajectory relative to the OWS
could be olYmined by accurately timing and metering tether tension during the
tugging operation. The scheme presented safety hazards and required constant
attention by the crew and was judged to be an unath'a_-_ive flight configuration.

Manned flight experience with tethers was obtained on Gemini XI and
XII. Reference 5 describes these experiences. The Gemini XI flight demon-
strated a rotating configuration with the Gemini spacecraft tied to an Agena by
100 ft of dacron webbing and spinning at 0.9 deg/s. The Gemini XII flight
demonstrated gravity gradient capture. Insertion into the stable equilibrium

: was difficult because of thruster failures, but peak amplitudes of less than 60
deg from local vertical were observed.

The Radio Astronomy Explorer (RAE) flight experience is of interest [6].
The RAE use_ a combination of magnetic torquing, long (750 ft) booms, and
h_steresis damping to bring the vehicle close to steady state equilibrium. To
achieve rap_d damping, the booms were deployed at opportune times in the
spacecraft attitude oscillation. The effect was to decrease the attitude rate by
increasing the inertia of the spacecraft. Subsequent deployment of a hysteresis
damper rapidly reduced libration amplitudes to steady state. Although this
experience does not involve tethers, the rather long booms exhibit some of the
same characteristics of _etherlines and some of the same techniques can be

used to damp tetherline motion.

B. Objectivesof This Study

All of the previously mentioned projects, with the exception of the RAE
and Gemini XII flight, involve the use of tetherlines (or long booms) _.ndynamic
modes of operation. The objective of this study, however, is to design a con-
trol law which will cause the motions (swingiv ._and stretching) of a tetherline
to be damped to the steady state equilibrium. It wiU be shown that structurcl
damping in the tetherline will cause motion of _ tethered subsatellite to be

damped. Normally, this damping is nearly Jr.consequential, but an active
system will be shown which enhances the damp_-_g to the point _-here even large
amplitude oscillations in the orbital plane can bt damped to nearly zero in two
cycles.

The equations of motion presented are planar to simplify the presenta-
tion, but the control law has been studied In a three degree-of-freedom relative
motion orbital simulation. The effects of atmospheric drag have been lumped
at the subsatellite and the tetherline is assumed to be massless.

J

L
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SECTIONII. EQUATIONSOFMOTION

Figure 1 portrays a small subsatelltte tethered to the main satellite, in
thiscase the orbiter.Itis assumed thattheorbitermass ismuch largerthan

that of the subsatellite and the orbit is circular so the orbit rate, _ , is con-
stant. From referenceI theequationsofmotion forthe subsatelliterelativeto i

the main body, consideringmotion orgyin theorbitalplane and a massless i
tetherline, are:

•' ,-1t(_+_)2+ _2riI zi-3)cos0 4-3 i
rl J M2

•. 2i($+;) ;'r, (1-,',-_) sine (Ib)0 = - t -

[. _ !2 _-3/2A-3
= _1+ 2_ COS 0 +

= K(_-_o)+ °_ (_d)

where

c = tetherline coefficient of viscous damping

K = tetherline spring constant

l = unstretehed tetherline length
O

H = operator whose value is 1if t_>,t , 0if .t<.t
0 0

rI = radiusoftheorbiterorbit

r = tethertension .

...... I
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Equation (la) is referred to as the length equation and (lb) as the swing

equation. Inspection of equation (lb) shows that 0 = 0, 7r are equilibrium solu-
tions; that is, b"= 0 when t = 0 = 0 and 0 = 0 or _. At the equilibrium solu-
tion:

A-3 1 - 3-t + 6 - 10 ... (2a) ,
0=09 = rl

A-s
1 + 3--t + 6\rl/ + 10 ... (2b)0 = /r, = rl

Setting 0 = 0 and taking the first 2 terms for A-s in equation (la)
gives.

for 8=0,

: -+'I_.)J-"c,-,o)+_.._
for O=_'t

[ E ]t 3 (t-to) + t " (3b)--. .H K CI _" = t(_)2 + _2rl 2rl M2 _ "

't 2

(3) to a linear differential equation:

)}'- ._ - - 3_' t+_t ° . (4)

The parameters for damping ratio, _, and natural frequency, wn , for
the stretch equation are:

£

4
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/K

C

_ - 2 M2_o " (Sb)n

Note thattheusualnaturalfrequencyof a springmass system ismodified

by a gravitygradientterm, 3_2. This impliesthatthe springconstantterm,
K/Mz, must be largerthanthegravityterm ifsteadystateequilibriumisto

exist. The fins]valueof _ isgiven by

K

I = M2 o • (6)
ss K _2

Equation (6) neglects higher order terms due to gravity gradient. An error of
approximately 2% exists in the stretch due to this omission which is acceptable
for most _nalyses.

The natural frequency and damping ratio of the swing equation, ( lb),
can be approximated in a similar fashion assuming constant _. For 0 dose /-

to 0 or T,_ equation(lb) is approximatedby

8" =-27 e - 3_2_ - 2 _ . (7)

The damping ratio and natural frequency are

8
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Inspection shows that the swinging frequency is independent of _ and
that the swinging motion is damped during deployment where _ > 0. The damp-

ing can be significant as can be seen from an illustration. Consider a deploy-
ment rate of 5 m/s, a length of 10 kin, and 9 = 0.00 1185 rad/s. The damping
ratio is 0.24.

Maintenance of a iixed length Jr retraction of a tetherline causes the

damping term to disappear or change polarity (indicating instability). Addi-
tional means of control must be employed to enable satisfactory performance
for the latter two operations.

SECTIONII I. DEVELOPMENTOFA TETHERCONTROLLAW

Quite often, a system which has coupling from one mode of vibration to

another can be stabilized by adding danlping to one mode only. The effective-
ness of this procedure depends, among other things, on the degree of coupling

between the modes. In the case of the tethered subsatellite, viscous damping
in the tetherline aids in damping the swinging motion. The viscou_ damping of
materials which could be used for tetherlines is very low. However, a tether
reel located in the orbiter can be controlled in a manner which simulates any
damping or spring constant. Implementation of such a control law requires

sensing tether tension, rate of line deployment, and length of line deployed.
A computer calculates the tension as a function of the rate and line length
required to simulate a spring with the desired characteristics. The computer
then commands the reel motor to produce the required tension. The tension at
the subsatellite end of the tetherline approximates the tension at the orbiter end
if the tether mass is negligible. If not negli_,_ble, the mass of the line causes
delay and change of amplitude of tension which can be predicted and compensated
by the computer.

Computer simulation results will now be shown which illustrate the
damping of initial conditions for natural damping obtained from tetherline
materials and controlled damping obtained from a reel mechanism control law.
Consider a tetherline system with the following characteristics:

= 0.001185rad/s

K = 0.2N/m
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M2 = 100 kg

C = 0ol N-s2/m

1 =4km
O

A trajectory of this system in a rotating local vertical coordinate frame
is shown in Figure 2. The subsatellite is initi_' :ed at 4 km which is appro_.-

mately the unstretched tetherline leng_. The tether tension was zero whenever
the length was less than approximately 4005 m as indicated by the dotted trajec-

tcTy. Length increases positively in a downward _irection. A small amount of
damping is evident due mainly to structural damping which is 1. 1% of critical
damping° Figure 3 shows a plot of the swing angle, 8, versus time and neg-
ligible damping of the swinging motion can be obserw_.

From the preceding example, additional control is required if initial

conditions are to be damped. It is evident that It_e coupling exists from the
swinging motion to the stretch+ng motion. This is due in part to the wide
difference in the resonant frequencies of the two vibrations as seen by comparing

equation (Sa) to equation (8a). Equation (Sa) shows that the swing frequency is
a function of only the orbital rate and no adjustment is possible, but equation
(Sa) includes the spring constant, K, and mass of the subsatellite which can be
adjusted. For a given subsatellite mass, the tetherline spring constant can be
selected to yield a wide range of stretch natural frequencies. The tetherline
material can be selected to give the desired spring constant or It Is much pre-

ferred to design a reel mechanism control law to give an effective spring con-
stant as required. The effective spring constant progremmed into the reel
mechanism controller is in series with that of the tetherline, and the tetherline

spring constant can be made negligible compared to that of the reel mechanism.
Since it is desired to make the stretch frequency equal to the swing frequency,

the required epring constant can be found by equating equations (5a) and (8a)
and solving fcr KI:

= . (9) +

Similarly0 an effective coefficient of viscous damping can be programmed
into the reel mechanism. Equation (5b) can be used to determine the coefficient
required for a given damping ratio:

7
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Ci = 2M_._ _- 3_2 _ . (10) iM2

The reel mechanism control law used has essentially the same form as
vquation (ld):

= Kll + CI_ + K21 c • (11)

Instead of I , which is the initial unstretched length of the tetherline,o

Z denotes the commanded length. The factor K2 is found from an equationC

similar to equation (4):

/_K-'t- 3_z)_'\ + I{2 lc " (12)
7--

M2 M2 M2

The steady state solutlon of (12) is

'( K-A'Mz3_2) _ = K_zM2c " (13)

Forcing _ = I gives the value required for K2:C

The control law, equatiou ( 11), commands tetheriine tension as a func-
tion of amount of line played out, rate of line deployment or retrieval and
commanded length. Thus, three sensors are required _ xmplement the control
law.

The effectiveness of the control law can be demonstrated using the follow-
tug characteristics:

i
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; M2 = 100 kg

t = 4100 m
c

= initial value of _ = 4000 m
0

= 1.0

= 0.001185 rad/s .

Using equation(9), K I= 8.43 E-4 N/m; usingequation(I0), C I= 0.4/0
N-s/m; and usingequation(14),K 2= 4.22 E-4 N/re. A tetherlinesystem with
thiscontrollaw has a trajectoryas shown in Figure 4. The swing angleas a

functionoftime is sho_n in Figure 5. This demonstratesthegreatlyimproved

resultsobtainableby controUingthetetherline.

SECTIONIV. DEPLOYMENTOFTETHERLINES

One of the applications of tetherlines required deployment of tetherlines
100 km long [7]. The quickest way to show the feasibility of deploying such
long tetherlines is to use the control law developed in Section HI. The sub-

satellite could be given m_ initial ejection velocity and the commmded length in
the control law could be adjusted as required to obtain -n acceptable trajectory.

A problem arose which caused the subsatellite to free-fly. If the com-
manded length is too large compared to the present length and velocity, the
tension commanded by the control law is negative which is an impossible opera-
tion to perform on a flexible tetherline. An immediate fix was applied which
consisted of incrementing the commanded length. Table 1 gives the commande:i
length and increments to achieve a deployment of :tOOkin. The resulting

trajectory is shown in Figure 6. Plots of tether acceleration and deployment
rate are shown in Figures 7 and 8, respectively.

One can envision other control laws which could effect the deployment
in a more optimal fashion, eliminathlg the jerky deployment rates when the
commanded length is changed. This Job, 1,_ft for future investigations, is beyond
the scope of this preliminary feasilZlity study.

l
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TABLE 1. DEPLOYMENT SEQUENCE

• Aerod._amic drag is neglected

• ! neglects drag and higher order gravity gradient terms
e

• Initialconditions_I = I m, = O.5 m/s, 0 = 180",e = 0
0 0 0 0

• Subsatellite is lowered in steps by changing ! at times indicated
C

Time (hr) 0 0.74 1.47 2. 18 2. 90 3.61 4. 32 5.0_

I c (kin) 0.42 0.74 1.29 2. 26 3. 95 6.92 12. 1 21. 2 i
;

Time (hr) 5.75 6.46 7.78 7. 89 8.60 9. 31 10.02 10.73

I c (km) 30 40 50 ',C 70 80 90 100 i

Note: The times given are the times at which 0 was observed to
pass through 180 deg in a positive direction.

SECTIONV. RETRIEVALOFTEIHERLINES

The concluding remarks of Section II pointed out the negative damping of
the swinging motion which results when tetherlines are. retrieved. This problem
can be overcome by at least two approaches. One possible solution is to accom-
plish the retrieval in steps, letting the control law damp the motion between the
steps. Another scheme is to retrieve the subsatelltte slow enough so that the
positive damping in the control law is still sufficient to overcome the negative
damping in the swing equation. The latter scheme might be more sensitive to
initial conditions l_.an the former, but should be less time consuming.

An example of the first approac_h is shown in Figure 9. The trajectory
shown is the result of commanding the control law to retrieve the tetherline to
50 km in length from an initial 100 kin, Damping of the swinging motion induced
is accomplished in approximately 1-1/2 hours.

10
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, An example ofthesecond scheme was notperformed. Again, thestudy

was limitedto a determinationof feasibility,so onlyone promising approach

i was pursued.

SECTIONVl. INCLUSIONOFAERODYNAMICS
-j

: The very longtetherlineapplicationproposed by reference7 involved ;

operationatn!tltudesof 90-120 km where aerodynamic drag can not t_ neglected.

Accordingly, the equations in Section H were modified to include _he effects of
aerodynamic drag on the subsatellite and the te_erline itself° It is felt that a

good approximationis tolump the totaldrag of theentiretetherlinesystem at
the subsatellite. !

Figure 10 depicts the aerodynamic model of the tetherline sys*_m. If
the tetherline iq along local vertical so that 0 = 7r, the altitude of the sub-

satellite,As, is

A s A - _ , (15)O

where A° is the altitude of the orbiter and _ is tetherline length. The drag

on an incremental length of tetherline is given by

1 V2
AF d = _p CDDA_ , (16)

where

p = atmospheric density at the altitude of the segment

V = velocity of the tetherline segment relative to the atmosphere

CD = drag coefficient of the tetherltne

D = diameter of the tetherline

A_ = lengthof thesegment oftetherline.

11

' I
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Figure 11 presents a plot of the drag exerted on each kilometer of a

typical tetherltne along local vertical using data from the U.S. Standard
Atmosphere, 1962. The plot shows that the lower few kilometers of tetherline
is where the majority of the drag is concentrated. This phenomenon justifies
the assumption that the total system drag can be lumped at the subsatellite.

The density, p, varies with the altitude (or length) so the total drag on
the tetherline must be found by integrating equation (16):

t=A

1V2CD D f srd = 2 pd_ . (17)
1=0

Since the tetherline is generally not along local v_rtical (0 _ 7r), the

altitude of the subsatellite, As, can be approximated given t, 0, and Ao:

A _ A - _ cos(8-_) . (18)S O

Another consequence of 8 _ Ir is that the cross sectional area of the tetherltne
presented to the atmospheric drag is reduced by cos (8 - _). Equation (17)
becomes

_=A -_cos(0-w)
IV2CDD f 0Fd = 2 p cos (0 - _) d/ . (19)

t=0

A very good exponential curve fit can be found for the drag force which

_ltminates _e naed to evaluate the integral in equation (19). Assuming the

orbiter is at 200 km and As is given in kin,

_=A_cos(8-_)
: / , o.0o1495A').o pcos(0-_) d/ _ 103EXP(18.057-0.45b02A s s

: 1=0

(20)

I
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The above curve fit is suitable for subsateUite altitudes ranging from 150 km
down to 80 kin. For higher altitudes, the aerodynamic drag is negligible so the

drag force Fd is set to zero.

The acceleration of the subsateUite caused by the drag force is given by

Fd

Xd = Ms; h t ' (21)

where Ms is the subeatellite mass and Mt is the mass of the _etherline. The

total drag acceleration can be divided into two components:

_'d= - Xdsine (29)

Yd = - Xdcose . (_s)

where _'d is directed along the tetherline and _d is perpendicular to the

te_erline. The angular acceleration with respect to the rotating frame caused

: by T d is

_d
= T " (24)

These accelerations caused by aerodynamic drag can now be added to equations
(la)and(_).

_'= ,(_+0)2 + _2r I 1-A-S) cose-_ - H_+ _'d (25a)

e - - 2_(9 + 8) - _: (1- A=3)sln8 + 8d . (25b)

13
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An example has bees simulated using the following parameters:

A = 200 km _ = 0.001185o

V = 7304m/s rl = 6571km

CD = 2.2 K1 = 1.651E-3

K2 = 9. 436 E-4
lVI = 168kg i;

s C1 = 3. 98

Mt = 24kg D = 3.66x 10-3m . i
1

The initial conditions for this case are:
I

=0 , f =70kin , f = 80kin i
C

=O,O=lr .

At intervals of 2650 s, the value of _ was increased by 10 km to a final value
C

of 110 km. The trajectory of this simulation is shown in Figure 12. i

r

SECTIONVl I. CONCLUSIONSANDRECOM,A,ENDATIONS '.

The deployment of long tetherlines ( 100 kin) has been shown to be

promising from a mechanics viewpoint, 1;ut severe/mechanics and dynamics
questions remain open. The out-c, ,,)lane motion was not analyzed in this study,
and only a few simulations of the d_ _yment of tetherlines were made on a
three degree-of-freedom relative motion simulation [8]. The results of these
few simulations demonstrated that out-of-plane motion was bounded during

deployment and steady state operation with more out-of-plane motion occurring
in simulations of polar orbits than for 28.5 deg inclined orbits. The out-of-
plane motion for inclined orbits was excited by out-of-plane components of the
relative wind caused by the rotating atmosphere.

Damping of inplane motion excited during tetherline retrieval was simu-
lated, but it is expected that damping of out-of-plane motion will be difficult.
The analysis should be extended to include out-of-plane motion so that suitable
techniques can be studied for control.

14
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Additionally,a modal analysisshouldbe performed on a distributedmass

model of thetetherline.This work is requiredtoverifythattethe_-lined,_namics
isnot a .,roblem.

These comments are relativetothefeasibilityof tetheredsubsatellites
from a mechanics viewpoint.Additionalwork alsoneeds to be done in theareas

ofthermodynamics, materials,orblterinteraction,communication,tracking,
subsatellitedesign,experimentaccommodation, etc. Itishoped thatthe
analysisand designofthe controllaw presentedinthisreportare a contribution

tothetetheredsubsateUitetechnology.

DIRECTIOHOF .._ MI ORBITER
FLIGHT _ _ "--- _ _ORBIT

_ k="-'_

?-

_ -J

r O M2SUBSATELLITE

I
_A_'TH

t

Figure i. Small subsatellitetetheredtothe main satellite.
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Figure 10. Aerodynamic model of tetherline system.
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